C: Additional Police Services

Appendix C

Additional Police Department Services

Please list any services you would like from the Cary Police Department not now being provided or provide with greater support.

- Need to do a better job with the bike routes
- Keep solicitors out
- More patrolling
- Satellite system in neighborhoods to increase response time
- More street signs
- Great job with everything
- Need more speed bumps in neighborhoods
- Patrol more in neighborhoods
- Good job
- Watch speeding vehicles in neighborhoods
- Watch for aggressive drivers
- Not so much radar
- Crossing needed at Tanglewood and Tryon Road
- Patrol greenways
- Monitor youth and gangs
- Street lights are horrible; need better street lights
- Take care of stalkers
- Off Evans Road, child goes to West Cary- needs more traffic control at schools or lights
- More patrolling at night
- More officers needed
- Control around high school
- Police at the mall
- More officers at the mall and other highly populated areas
- Doing a good job
- More officers needed
- Need to utilize funds for teens at risk
- More patrolling
- Good job
- Great work
- Way too slow with response time
- They have good patrols and good gang control
- Worry about gangs in Cary; Raleigh and Durham gangs are visible
- Great job
- Better response time to speeders in neighborhoods
- More involvement monitoring neighborhoods and sex offenders
- They do a good job
- Arrest noisy dogs and their owners
- More visibility; more community outreach and gang awareness
- More enforcing of traffic laws
- Not very clear when investigating a situation
- Better response time
- Patrol neighborhoods more
- See more presence in neighborhoods
- Pull over drivers that are driving too slow
- Need to patrol teenagers going too fast over speed bumps; children are out playing
- They are very visible
- More speed control
- High school and college kids feel like the police are constantly watching them and pulling them over for little things
- Everything seems fine
- Very visible
- Need police seminars for residents
- Safety around schools
- Increase police patrol in evenings and mornings
- Traffic control
- More police needed
- Put cameras in police cars so they can defend their word and the people they pull over can defend themselves as well
- Neighborhood patrolling
- They patrol Maynard very well, but they do not patrol Walnut very well at all; people speed all the time over 60 mph
- Explore program with the police
- Catch more speeders on Lake Pine Road
- More speed patrol in neighborhoods
- Give warnings not tickets all the time; the speed in construction zones are too low at times of day when speeds should be higher due to the amount of people on the road; they are using them as speed traps
- Enforce speed limits always; maybe use electronic devices or cameras for speed control
- Good response time; keep it up
- More neighborhood patrol
- More visibility in public and neighborhoods
- On theft of audio and video from cars, put more effort into finding the people
- More patrolling on side streets
- Great job
- More patrolling on the border of Cary and Morrisville for speeding
- Patrol more in West Cary
- Work on the traffic; stop letting people park just anywhere
- Shorten police staff; too many officers
- They are doing a great job
- Pull more people over for speeding and running red lights (Harrison Ave. and Cary Parkway)
- More speed patrol in neighborhoods because it is a cut-thru street
- Extra patrol in neighborhoods
- Need more speed bumps in neighborhoods